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REPORT
OF

THE GOVERNOR OF DAKOTA.
TERRITORY OF D.AKOT.A, GOVERNOR'S OFFICE,

Bismarck, D. T., October 20, 1883.
SIR: · In reply to a communication from your Department, under date
of August 7, I have the honor to submit tµe following report of the
affairs and of the progress and development of the Territo,ry of Dakota
during the year ending June 30, 1883, together with various suggestions
as to the future of the Territory.
I am, sir, with respect, your obedient servant,
N. G. ORDWAY,
Governor of Dakota Territory.
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

The progress and development of Dakota during the past year has
been almost phenomenal. The tide of immigration which set in strongly
in 1880 has been constantly increasing, until during the past year, I
think, a fair estimate of the increase in population would reach one
hundred thousand, while the increase of assessable property has even
been more marked than the increase in the number of inhabitants .
.AG RICULTUR.AL RESOURCES.

The section properly denominated the "Corn Belt," running a8 far
north as the forty-fourth degree of north latitude, and west to the
twenty-fourth degree oflongitude west from Washington, has been unusually prosperous during the past year.
max and even wheat, which sometimes blights during the extreme
heated term, have yielded handsomely.
Sheep husbandry and stock raising have both received a marked impetus in what is known as Southern Dakota, and general farming is
fast becoming the rule in that section.
The Black Hills ruining region and the Great Sioux Reservation, embracing the section of country lying west of the twenty-fourth degree
of longitude west from Washington, still remain somewhat isolated.
The agricultural developments, however, in the counties of Pennington, . .
Fall River, Ouster, Lawrence, and Butte, have increased wonderfully.
Flour, vegetables, and other agricultural products, formerly transported
into the Black Hills at heavy expense, have, during the past year, been
exported overland to Pierre and other points on the Missouri River, and
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sold at remunerativ'e prices. The increase in stock and sheep husbandry
in this section during the past year has been marvelous. Thousands
of young cattle have been shipped from the States over the various
lines of railroad nearly every week during the early part of the present
season, and returning trains, a few months later, have been loaded
with the older stock ready for market. The cattle trade alone, west of
the Missouri River, absorbs many millions of dollars every year. If the
treaty now under negotiation with the Indians is consummated, or some
plan devised for giving the Indians land in severalty, with employment
on Government ranches, the Black Hills country will soon be reached
by rarilroads and become exceedingly productive.
THE WHEAT BELT,

commencing at the forty-fourth parallel of north latitude and extending
to the extreme northern portion of the Territory, has maintained· its
well-earned fame for producing the largest number of bushels per acre
of the best wheat grown on this continent. The continued large returns
to investors in wheat lands have largely increased the improved acreage and carried up the price from $5 to $25 per acre on the Northern Pacific Railway and in the Red River Valley. Wheat land can, however, at pNsent be secured in the new counties east of the Missouri
River at a lower rate, but, from the best information attainable, I am
inclined to the opinion that nearly all of the best lands east of the Missouri River, open to settlement or entry as far north as the North Pacific
Railway, will be absorbed before the 1st day of January, 1884. I see
no reason to doubt, however, that the land lying north of the Northern
Pacific Railway west of the Missouri River can nearly all be utilized
for.general farming and stock raismg. In fact there is very little waste
or entirely valueless land in Dakota. Even in the center of the bad
lands, on the Little Missouri River, a large amount of capital has recently
been invested in cattle and sheep, which are said to find excellent feed
and shelter in that romantic and weird region. Packing-houses and
refrigerator-cars will soon be brought into requisition along the line of
the North Pacific in order to meet the requirements of that wonderful
stock-raising region.
· ·
FRUIT crLTURE.

The older settlers and many of the new are beginning to turn their
attention to fruit culture; and although the severity of the winter season
and the strong winds sweeping across the prairies necessitate great
care in starting fruit trees, it bas been demonstrated beyond a doubt
that the time is not far distant when fruit culture can be carried on
successfully in almost any part of the Territory.
MINERAL RESOURCES.

1

The annual production of gold and silver in the Black Hills region
till continue , although, owing to the scarcity of water and the necessity
for ~aving expen ive mining machinery, the increase bas not been large
dunng the pa t y ar. The large combinations which control nearly all
?f the avai~able wat. r in the Black Hill leaves the development ofthig
important mdu try m very:£ w band . A soon however as railroads
p n trate that region, making it practicable to 'ship ores' and lumber
itb ut t o gr at xpen ·e, a wonderful development must take place.
Larg oclie f g d lignite coal crop out along the streams nort,b and
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west of Bismarck. which, when opened, will produce an abundant supply·
of cheap fuel, and can be transported upon the river and upon the north,
and south railroads to the central and southern portions of the Territory at a moderate cost, thus relieving that class of settlers in moderata
circumstances who are now burning hay and straw.
CLIMATE.

The winter of 1882-'83, although steady, cold, and frosty, was, on the
whole, no more severe than in many of the northeastern sections of the
country. An avera.ge fall of snow pre,ented any very long and serious
railway blockades. In fact, the trains on the Northern Pacific suffered
scarcely any interruption on account of snow. The spring might be
denominated late and rather wet, which preven~ed seeding in season to
secure as large an increase in the cultivated acreage as the increase of
population would seem to justify; yet the increase of acreage throughout the Territory has been very large. The heated term came on befpre
the late-seeded ground was in condition to give cereals a sufficient
growth to fully mature, while a lack of seasonable showers upon ~ narrow strip of country, extending from a point on the Northern Pacific
Railway down the Dakota River Valley to about the forty-fifth parallel,
reduced the wheat crop at some points to from 10 to 15 bushels per acre.
But in the other sections of the Territory the yield averaged from 15 to
30 bushels per acre.
On the whole, the climate may justly be said to improve each succeeding year with the increase of improved acreage, tree-culture, and
population. The people of Dakota have great cause to be thankful
that no part of the Territory has been devastated by cyclones or ot4er
unusual commotions of the elements; and, with the exception of one or
two severe hail-storms in the Dakota River Valley, the growing mops
bave suffered very little injury.
HEALTH.

Medical statistics show that the people of Dakota, as a rule, enjoy
excellent health, and that people coming from the Central and Eastern
States with impaired health and strength soon regain both in this dry,
clear atmosphere-purified by the extreme frosts of winter, and the
cool night breezes in summer. Bilious and intermittent or prairie
fevers occasionally take hold of all ages and classes of people; but, as
a rule, the general healthfulness of the Territory is shown to be exceedingly good.
EDUCATION.

The report of the Territor~al superintendent of public instruction
shows that the total school revenues for the year ending March 31,
1882, were nearly $500,000. The school revenue bas heretofore been
ex~ended largely under the system known as the independent system,
which had many defects. In my last annual message to the legislative
assembly, I recommended that a general law should be passed which
would provirle boards of education in all incorporated cities, towns, and
villages, and ibat provision be made for the organization of separate
tow11ships as school corporations throughout the Territory. This recommendation was in accordance with the views of the United States
Oornmissiouer of Education, and the bill as recommended was similar\
to the plan which had its origin in the township system of New Eng-
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land. .After careful consideration in both houses, a comprehensive bill,
remodeling our ent,ire school system and providing for a superintendent
and assistant superintendent of public instruction, with enlarged powers, passed both houses and became a law, and from its efficient e~ecution I anticipate great improvement in our common-school system.
The unprecedented increase in population imperatively demanded
of the legislature and the executive some immediate aid and encouragement to a higher class of educational inst,itutions. In response to
this demand from the different sections of the Territory, legislative aid
was extended to the university which had been started at Vermillion
and a similar institution founded at Grand Forks. Aid was also extended for the purpose of foimding a normal school at Spear :Fish, in
the Black Hills; also at Madison, in the eastern portion of the Territory. Sma11 appropriations were also made for building and establishing an agricultural college at Brookings, on the Northwestern Railway;
also for erecting a fire-proof building and increasing the usefulness of
the school for deaf mutes at Sioux Falls. The aggregate amount of
Territorial aid thus rendered for increasing the efficiency of our educational system will not exceed the sum of $125,000, $25,000 of which is
to be paid from current revenues and the remainder will in due time be
met by the sale of lands donated for aiding this class of educational
in sti tu tions.
LEGISLATION.

The fourteenth legislative assembly, upon the recommendation of the
executive, authorized the issue of $40,000 of 6 per cent. bonds for the
erection of a substantial fire-proof building at Yankton, for an insane
hospital. The credit of the Territory had so improved when these bonds
were place<l. upon the market, in 1882, that the.y brought a handsome
premium, and the Territory secured an .insane hospital which will
remain as a monument to the faithfulness of the expenditure of the
mone.r.
Fifty thousand dollars of bonds were also authorized for the erection
of a penitentiary at Sioux Falls, which sum, with the premium upon
the bonds, was so economically and faithfully expended that the penitentiary now occupied at t,hat point is unsurpassed for its cost by any
similar building in any part of the country .
.A school for deaf mutes, upon a. small scale, was also given aid and
started at Sioux Falls, thus placing some of the absolutely necessary
founda.tions for statehood by starting these penal, charitable, and educational institutions in the southern portion of the Territory .
. Tbe unfortunate legislative combinations for carrying through spemal a_ud private acts, in violation of the organic law, and for bonding
count1e for extraordinary purposes without a submission of these question t? the people, necessitating the free use of the veto power by the
~xec~t1 ,·e, were passed upon by the people at the last election, resultmg rn nearly a new membership in the fifteenth or last legislative
a
mbly.
J!rom ~e day the fifte~nth legislative assembly convened to the close
of it
·. 10n hut one or two attempt1::, were made to override the decis~on ot th executive that the question of incurring any extraordinary
md t dn
by municipal or county authorities should be submitted
t, of the people.
ONE ATROCIOUS BILL,

bow '" r wa per i tently pres ed in both houses at the instance of a
i w
unty- ' at peculator , to di member the ~ld and well-settled
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counties of Hutchinson and Bon Homme, fixing absolutely three new
county seats, in violation of the general law allowing the people to vote
upon such questions, aJ?d in the face of written protests from those
counties, embracing the names of over two thousand tax-payers and
three-four-tbs of the legal voters. The decisive manner in which a majority of the members of both houses of the assembly voted down these
schemes and their promoters early in the session, thus sustaining the
action of the executive in his former vetoes, prevented any serious disagreement between the legislative assembly and the executive during
the balance of the sessioi;i .
.ADDITIONAL A.PPROPRIA.'l'IONS.
/

In order to complete and enlarge the hospital for the insane at Yankton sufficiently to accommodate the number of patients to be cared for
before another legislative assembly will convene, or a similar hm,pital
_ be ready for occupancy in another part of the _Territory, the trustees
of the Yankton hospital urgently recommended, and the legislative
assembly made provision for, the issuance of $77,500 of 5 per cent.
additional hospital bonds.
Tbe directors of the penitentiary at Sioux Falls also recommended,
and the assembly made provision for, the issuance of $30,000 of additional penitentiary bonds, bearing 6 per cent. interest, to complete that
institution and provide tools, fixtures, and machinery for utilizing the
convict labor. As these two institutions could only accommodate the
patients and convicts for the next two years and meet the requirements
of the southern portion of the Territory thereafter, it was deemed expedient to make provision for a penitentiary of similar capacity at Bismarck and another hospital for the insane at Jamestown, to be prudently constructed within the next two years, and bonds to the amount
of $50,000 for the erection of each of these institutions were authorized
to be issued.
The temporary wooden building occupied by the school for deaf-mutes
at Sioux Falls was found, upon an examination by the members of the
assembly who visited it. to be inadequate for the accommodation of the
pupils for which it was erected, and extremely dangerous in case of
fire. To meet the requirements of this class of unfortunate pupils provision was made for the issuance of $12,000 of 6 per cent. bonds, to be
1 used for the erection of a safe and substantial brick or stone structure,
and for furnishing it in a suitable manner.
THE FINANCES.

The question of meeting the interest upon the bonds authorized to
be issued and increased current expenditures was fully considered by
the executive and committees of the legislature before favorable action
upon the bills creating these necessary institutions was decided upon .
.A. careful estimate of the resources of the Territory for the next two
years at the present low mte of 3½ mills upon a dollar of the assessed
valuation returned to the territorial board of equalization, shows that
the increased valuation will insure sufficient revenues to meet all maturing obligations promptly when presented to the Territorial treasurer, to
which can safely be added the largely increased revenues to be derived
from the railroad and other general taxes. In addition to this, there is
tbe confident expectation that, in consequence of the creation of the
office of Territorial attorney-genera], a large proportion of the $56,000
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of Territorial taxes long overdue from various counties will nearly all be
made available to meet any new or extraordinary demands upon the
Territorial treasurer.
The :financial conditfon of the Territory may, therefore, be statedsubsta,ntially as follows: Four years ago the Territory owed some $20,000
in warrants, which securities, bearing JO per cent. interest, for want of
funds, were selling a~ a large discount. These warrants have all been
paid off from current revenues, leaving a handsome surplus in the treasury, and the Territory will have an outstanding indebtedness, when all
the bonds provided for b;y the two last legislatures are issued, of $39!,500,
bearing but 5 and 6 per cent. annual interest; substantially the same
amount outstanding against Yankton County, but not as large an amount
of indebtedness by one-third as Lawrence County owes. These two
counties h3Jve assets to show for their large indebtedness, ordinary
court-houses and jails, valued perhaps at $15,000each. The Territory, on
the contrary, will have two penitentiaries, two hospitals for the insane,
two unh-ersities, two :pormal schools, one sclwol for deaf mutes, and
one and perhaps two agricultural colleges, all costing in round numbers
$400,000, yet worth to the people double that sum, and so located in the
east, west, north, and south that one great State or two smaller ones
can securely and safely be placed upon these essential foundations.
This total indebtedness of the Territory could easily be paid and every
Territorial bond retired next year by the assessment of a 5-mill tax upon
the assessable property in the Territory, without the slightest" shock to
business e11terprise. It has been thought, however, more just to defer
the payments for the erection of these institutions until the puhlic lands
to be given to the State under the" Burrows enabling act" shall become
available.
NORMAL SCHOOLS.

During the fourteenth session of the legislative assembly a mania
seemed to have broken out for creating an indefinite number of normal
schools, which were located promiscuously, without any regard to the
actual necessity for that class of instruction. From all but one of these
bills I felt constrained to withbold my approval.
During the recent session a large number of bills were presented for
establishing normal schools in other sections, and re-establishing those
created two years ago, with provision that from $7,000 to $15,000 in
Territorial bonds be issued for erecting and endowing each of these
normal schools.
A careful examination of the question of providing normal instruction confirmed me in the opinion, formed two years since, that four or
five educational instif.utions, with first-class normal departments and
properly located in the different sections of the Territory, would be all
the educational institutions that the assembly would be justified in
aiding.
I therefore interpo ed vetoes to all purely normal school bills which
·contained provision for i suing the bonds of the Territory for the erection of building at point where the principal object seemed to be to
boom mall town at be expense of the Territory without any outlay
on the part of tho e to be benefited.
The e v to , which were u tained by the assembly, checked the
'' normal '. hool mania," and prevented the issuance of from 100,000
to 2 ,oo of thi unwarranted cla of Territorial bonds.
~o. m et the a? .olute requirement& for normal instruction, tbe propo 1 10n f the 1t1zens f Clay and Grand Forks Countie , to furnish
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suitable grounds and contribute $15,000 each towards the erection and
endowment of universities with first-class normal departments at the
cities of Vermillion and Grand Forks; were accepted by the legislative·
assembly.
The issuance of $30,000 of 6 per cent. Territorial bonds for the completion of university buildings was provided for, in case good and
sufficient title deeds were executed to the Territory of property at each
of these points of the value of $15,000, thus giving the Territory uni- .
versity buildings and grounds of the value of $90,000 for the loan of its
credit for $60,000 until the seventy-two sections of university lands
already donated, located, and held in trust by the General Government
can be made available for the future necessities of these important
educational institutions.
As the Black Hills counties are without railroad facilities and practically cut off from the advantages of either of these universities, $7,000•
was appropriated out of the general funds of the Territory for aiding
in the establishment of a normal' school at Spearfish, to accommodate
the teachers in that section.
The same amount was also provided for from the general fund to aid
in the completion oft.he Madison normal school, this being the only one
authorized by the fourteenth legislative assembly where the citizens
had complied with the law, and deeded to the Territory 160 acres of
land adjacent to the town, which will materially aid in the construction
of permanent buildings.
·
AID TO THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

The failure to secure admission, and the consequent delay in making
agricultural college lands available, placed the responsibility upon the·
Territorial legislature of providing some aid towards the establishment
of agricultural colleges in the two remote but well-developed agricultural sections.
A loan of the Territorial credit was therefore authorized b:v the issu~
ance of $25,000 of 5 per cent. bonds for the construction of an agricultural college building upon 80 acres of valuable land, donated and!
deeded to the Territory in 1881 by the citizens of Brookings for this.
purpose. This appropriation seemed to be but a just recognition of
this important branch of our ed1icational system, which must seek to
elevate and foster the agricultural interests of the Territory.
The establishment of a similar institution at Fargo, the "gateway"·
to the largest granary of the world, but without any appropriation,.
completed the legislative provisions for educational institutions.
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.

An extraordinary bill for creating a State out of certain counties, and
for appropriating money collected from all the counties in the Territory
to pay the expenses of a constitutional convention in which only a portion of the counties were to be represented, was introduced quite early
in the legislative session. This measure was so clearly in conflict with
the organic act, and contained provisions so subversive of all precedents.
in the Territories, that the members of both houses of the legislature·
refused its passage until nearly the close of the session, when, by unusual
appliances and the refusal of members interested in it to allow theroutine business to proceed until this bill had been passed, it was finally
rushed through with nearly one hundred other bills, and reached the-
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executive office on the evening before the day :fixed by law for a final
adjournment. Many of the members wbo had assented to its passage
assured the executive tbat tbey bad only permitted the bill to go through
with important measures with a full expectation and belief that it would
not be signed by the governor, but would be allowed to expire without
:approval during the last three days of the session. But one member of
either house called to urge its approval, and its defects were pointed
-out to him and assurances given that if the bill was recal1ed and so
modified or amended that all of the counties which were called upon to
pay the expenses of the convention could be represented, with au ad<litional provision that the conventiun, when assembled, could provide
constitutions for one or two States as a majority of the members should
determine, the bill would receive executive sanction. If, however, these
changes were not made, and other objectionable features eliminated, as
the bill was received within thirty-six hours of the :final adjournment,
it would be allowed to expire by limitation. This fair and just solution
-of the differences between the promoters of the bill and the executive
was rejected .by its friends, and the bill failed to become a law.
.A. provision in the bill allowed delegates e1ected from a portion of
the counties to draw from the general Territorial fund sums of money
wbich had been assessed upon a.U the counties and which were required
for the general expenses of the Territory. It assumed to create a division of the Territory without a submission of the question to that portion of the people residing north of the 46th parallel, upon whom assessments are levied for more than half of the Territorial taxes. It placed
the machinery for electing members to a proposed constitutional convention, the organization of the convention after these members were
elected, and the presentation of the constitution to Congress, in the
hands of men known to be personally intere1:;ted in the success of
the movement, ignoring the officers provided b.Y law and precedent. for
taking charge of legalized movements of this character. In short, the
bill was drawn with the undisguised purpose of ignoring the executive
to whom it was presented for approval. 1~he failure on the part of the
promoters of this scheme to force favorable executive action has resulted in an unjust aud indecent facUonal warfare on their part against
the executive and all the members of the legislative assembly who
did not support the measure or who did so through compulsion in order
to secure the passage of measures which they deemed to be important
to their constituents. Men st.vling themselves "executive committees"
have, without sanction of law, assumed to hold elections, and, in
some in tances, have induced legally elected officers to use elective
machinery for choosing delegates to a so-called." constitutional conventio1;1" which recently met at Sioux Falls and prepared from the constitut10n_ of the various States a number of tolerably fair propositions
to be rncorporated in a constitution for certain counties in the souLhern
portion of the Territory. Some of the propositions put forth by this
bo_<ly~ bowernr, i~ p1_aced in a constitution, would destroy the great
prrnc!p1 _of equality m taxation and open numerous avenues for strong
com mat10n and hylocks to e cape a just share of the public burdens.
The plan propo d for the protection of the school lands and the
pr P r a1 pfi ation of the munificent fund to be derived from them when
". ta~ h od
ome , i , in my judgment, inadequate to prevent it dis1pat1on; an th r are many oth r important safeguards which Congr . . ul_l _probably have to upply before dividing the Territory or
a lm1 tmg 1 1 whole r in part. Thi, so-called "constitutional conveni u wbi ·h wa in fact but a ma, meeting of certain citizens residing
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south of the forty-sixth parallel, was not authorized by the, votes of more
than one out of twenty of the legal voters in that, section. The convention did not contain when i~ was organized nearly as many members as
the so-called "executive committee" assigned to the various counties,
and a record of its proceedings will show that towards its close, when
the most important matters were acted upon, there was nothing like a
quorum or a majority of the whole number of dC'legates accreditedmany of those claiming to have been elected having left in disgust when
they discovered that the leading spirits controlling all actfon were
insidionRly providing machinery for foisting large numbers of so-called
"State officers" upon the people with the view of bringing op a collision
and ultimately overthrowing the Federal authority without the sanction
of Congress. The ingenious subterfuges and straddles attempted upon
temperance and other important issues disgusted many of the honest
advocates upon both sides of important questions requiring st~tesmanship to solve.
While stating these facts and criticising the methods and aims of
some of the adroit manipulators of this movement looking towards division and statehood, I do not wish to be understood as objecting to or
standing in the way of either division or immediate admission; on the
contrary, I am quite willing to co-operate with the honest sentiment of
th_e people of the Territory, fairly expressed, upon all these questions.
I recognize, however, the fact that the division of the Territory and the
ultimate admission of two States-which the population at the present
time would warrant under former precedents-has become a political
question which is likely to be solved by the necessity or supposed interest of political parties. The decisive action of the minority in the last
House of Representatives in refusing, by nearly a strict party vote, to
take up the question of division or admission, forces me to the conclu.
sion that the same party will not be likely, with more than fifty majority
in the House of Representatives, to accept a constitution emanating
from the men who assumed leadership at th~ Sioux Falls gathering, even
though the propositions there submitted should receive a bare majority
in ~outhern Dakota of the few votes which are likely to be polled at the
coming November election when there are but one or two county officers
to be voted for in each county.
The principal danger, howernr, lies in the fact that the manipulators
of the movement propose to subsequently elect a large number of socalled "State officers," a legislature, locate a capitol, and go through
the same extensive farce that was indulged in by the people of Colorado. The result of that experiment, I am informed by leading men
of Colorado, delayed, instead of accelerating, admission, which was
finally accomplished through an enabling act from Congress; and that.
very few of the so-called "State officers," or even those claiming to
have been elected to Congress, received any recognition from the people
· of the State, after Colorado was regularly admitted into the Union.
The proposition to issue certificates of indebtedness against the new
• State of Dakota, to pay the expenses of these convention8 and elections,.
has bad· a depressing tendency upon the hitherto splendid financial
standing of the '11 erritory, as many of the people-believe that failing
to secure recognition of their work by Congress, the mo~rs in the
Sioux Falls convention will seek to get control of the next Territorial
legislature with the view of loading these expenses upon the Territory;
thus increasing the burdens of taxation instead of diminishing them,
as they have promised Fheir confiding, and, in many instances, honest
supporters.
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In dealing with this question I have been governed by my oath of
office and the provision of the organic . act which requires me, as the
executive officer of the Territory, to see that all the laws are faithfully executed. I have, therefore, been compelled to discountenance
the wild vaporings of demagogues who have sought to inflame the
public mind against the Federal Government, and counsel an unlawful change from Territorial to State Government, without the sanction of Congress, even though these vaporings emanated from United
States officials whose counsels and conduct have been in direct violation of their oaths of office.
In concluding this subject I would recommend that in case Congress
is not prepared to divide or admit the Territory-in whole ·or in partthat an act be passed by Congress providing for calling a constitutional
convention in which all the counties in the Territory shall have fair
and just representation according to popula.tion and assessed valuation.
Such apportionment to be fixed in the act; that the delegates so elected
shall have power, after organization, to prepare one or two constitutions, as a majority of the members may determine, and that said
constitution or constitutions thus prepared be submitted to Congress
for its approval, and in this way secure a full, free, and fair expression
of the people as to the form of government which they regard as
most conducive to their prosperity and happiness. If, on the contrary,
it should be thought more wise to pass a comprehensive and carefully
prepared enabling act, with the requisite safeguards, ·to be submitted
to the people of the Territory for ratification, the same result would
practically be attained.
REMOVAL OF TIIE SE.A.'.I.' OF GOVERNMEN'.I.'.

The legislative assembly, having made provision for the most pressing public institutions, took up the question of removing the seat of
government to a more accessible and central location. A special committee upon this subject was appointed, and propositions were received
from several important towns, but none of these propositions appeared
to have such substantial backing as would insure the erection and ct>mpletion of commodious capitol buildings without cost to the people of
the Territory.
Although I harl never given assurances to any member of the legislature, or to any other person, that I would approve a bill for the ,
r~moval of the seat of government to any particular locality, up to the
time the special committee upon the subject of removal was appointed,
~y position upon the question of a change had been distinctly stated
rn my fir t biennial message, delivered to the fourteenth legislative assembly January 12, 1881, as the following extract from page 22 of the
mes age will show:
. It oc~urs to me. that there are two practical methods to secure the necessary buildmg without ultimate cost to the Territory: One would be to adopt the Nebraska.
plan of securing a quantity of land in a central and accessible location, and dispose•
of the exce , after laying out the public grounds for a sufficient amount to repay
t~e co t of th_e public b~i~ding . The other plan ~ould involve receiving propositions from su;i.table localities for furnishing proper capitol buildin<YS
without co t to
0
the Territory•

?b equent to the appointment of the special committee upon the
capital que tiou, the sentiment in favor of removal before the close of
th
ion grew o strong in the legislature that I became convinced
that the only way to s cure capitol buildings suitable for the transaction
of the rapidly increasing public business ata central and accessible point,
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would be through the appointment or selection, by the governor and
- legislative assembly, of a commission composed of representative men
from different portions of the Territory, charged with the duty of making a change.
.
'
. __
The friends of rival towns who had been instrumental in bringing the
question prominently before the legislature were unwilling at first to
accept the plan for a comm~ssion, believing they were strong enough to
secure the capital without giving ample security for furnishing accommodations deemed essential for the rapidly increasing business of the
Territory.
· The opinions I had expressed in my message two years since, in
regard to the propriety and duty of the governor and legislative assembly to secure proper capitol buildings without cost to the Territory,
whenever the seat of government was changed, led me to refuse my
approval to any measure for a permanent change that did not secure
suitable grounds and capitol buildings, costing not less than $100,000.
As no guarantees were offered to the special committee from any locality meeting these requirements, a well-guarded bill for a cvmmission of
nine members passed the house of representatives by a vote lacking
but one of two-thirds of the entire membership, which measure, after
subsequent amendments, providing almost every safeguard t.h at even
its enemies suggested, also giving the selection of the commission to the
legislature, with the concurrence .o f the governor, passed the council by
a vote of but one less than two-thirds of that body. The act as amended
was concurred in by the house with an equally strong nrnjority.
That the approval of this measure, so thoroughly in accord with the
publicly expressed and well-known views of the executive, should have
been made the occasion of unjust and indecent criticism by "organs"
whose managers have been notorious for debauching legislatures, and
who have fat,t ened upon public plunder and revenues wrung from honest
settlers, ought to prove beyond question the wisdom and justice of the
act.
In order to vindicate the members of the legislative assembly who
supported and voted for the commission bill, whereby the tax-payers of
the Territory will be relieved from the assesspient of a quarter of a million dollars to secure public buildings when statehood comes, a certified
-0opy of the act is herewith submitted:
AN ACT to provide for the location of the seat of government of the Territory of Dakota and for the
erection of public buildinge thereat.
_

Be it enacted by the legislative assembly of the 'l'erritory of Dakota:
SECTION 1. The seat of government of the Territory of Dakota is hereby removed
from the city of Yankton, in the county of Yankton, and Territory of Dakota, and is
located and established as hereinafter provided.
SEC. 2. That Milo W. Scott, Burleigh F. Spaulding, Alexander McKenzie, Charles
H. Myers, George A. Mathews, Alexander Hughes, Henry H. De Long, John P. Beld- ing, M. D. Thompson be, and they are hereby, appointed commissioners for the purpose of locating the permanent seat of government and the capitol building of the
·Territory of Dakota.
SEC. 3. Said commissioners shall, before entering upon the discharge of their duties,
enter into bonds in the sum of forty thousand dollars each, with good and sufficient
sureties, to be approved by one of the _justices of the supreme court, payable to the
Territory of Dakota, and con<litioned for the fai.tbful performance of their duties
unde.r this act, to fully account for all moneys that may come into their 1ands as such
commissioners, and they shall also take and subscribe an oath to fully, faithfully, and
impartially carry out the provisions of this ad, which said oath shall be indorsed on
their bond, and the same shall be filed in the office of the Territorial treasurer. If
any of the commissioners fail to qualify, as provided in this section, within thirty
days after the passage of this act, or should a vacancy occur at any time, the governor shall fill the vacancy by appointment, and the person so appointed shall qual-
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ify in the manner provided in this act. After having qualified, and within thirty
days after the passage of this act, the commissioners shall meet in the city of Yankton, and· proceed to organize by electing a president, secretary, and treasurer, each
of which officers, except the secretary, shall be a member of the commission herein
provided for.
·
The treasurer of the board of commissioners shall give a good and sufficient bond,
payable to the Territory of Dako1,a, and conditioned for the faithful performance of
the duties of his office. Said bond shall be in the sum of one hundred thousand dollars, to be approved as above provjded.
SEC. 4. On or before the 1st, day of ,July, A. D. 1883, the commissioners, or a majority of them, shall select a suitable site for the seat of government of the Territory of
Dakota, due regard being Ii.ad to its accessibility from all portions of the Territory
and its general fitness for a capital, when at least one hundred thousand dollars shall
be paid or guai·anteed in money; if the amount be not paid in money, then its payment to the Territory shall be secured by a bond, with good and sufficient sureties,
payable.to the Territory, which bond shall be approved by said commissioners or a
majority thereof. And, after the site is determined upon as aforesaid, said commissioners shall secure good and sufficient title deeds, of at least one hundred and sixty
acres of land, upon which the capitol buildings shall be erected, and a sufficient
amount of said grounds sl1all be laid out into squares and suitable landscapes, and the
same is heftlby declared to be the permanent seat of government of the Territory of
Dakota, at which all of the public offices of the Territory shall be kept, and at which
all of the sessions of the legislature shall hereafter be held.
SEC. 5. The residue . of the said one hundred and sixty acres, and any other lauds
secured by the said commissioners, shall be laid off and staked out into lots, blocks,
streets, and alleys, and public squares, and shall be disposed of as hereinafter provided, for the sole benefit of the Terril ory of Dakota.
SEC. 6. After said lands shall have been properly surveyed, staked off, and laid out,
three accurate plats of the same shall be made, showing the blocks, lots, st,reets,
alleys, parks, squares, and reservations for public buildings, one of which shall be
recorded in the office of the register of <leeds of the county in which such site is sit~ated, and by him entered in the proper deed-book. One of said plats shall be filed m
the office of the secretary of the Territory, and the third plat shall be retained by
the commission.
Said commissioners shall fix a minimum price upon each lot not reserved for pub~ic
uses, which said price shall be marked upon each lot in said plat. The said commissioners shall then advertise in six daily newspapers published. within the Territory
of Dakota that they will, upon a day to be therein named, and not less than thirty
days aner the date of the first publication of the notice, offer or cause to be offered
for sale to the highest and best bidder, at public sale, each lot not reserved as afore~aid. Said sale shall be held first at or near sai,l capitol grounds, and shall be ope~ed
from day to day at ten o'clnck a. m., aud be kept open for at least five consecutive
days, Sundays excepted, and thereafter any remainder of said lots may be sold ~y
said commissioners at public or private sale, and at such times and places as said
commissioners may decide, and at said sales no lots shall be sold for any snm less
than the minimum price marked upon the plat above provided for, nor upon any
other terms than for cash in band.
SEC. 7. Every purchaser oflots shall deposit the purchas<1 money therefor with the
commissioners, who shall ~ive a receipt for said money, which receipt shaU specify
the amonnt of' money and the number of the lot and block for which the money was
paid, and which receipt, upon its presentation to the secretary of the Territory, shall
entitle the person named therein to a dee<l. in fee simple absolute, from the Territory
of Dakota, to the real esta.te named in the receipt, which conveyance shall be execut... d, for and i~ behalf of the Territory, by the governor, and attested by.the secretary of the Terntory, under the seal ot said Territory, and said secretary shall file
and safely keep all receipts thus presented.
SEC. 8 . .All moneys received by the commissioners for the sale of lots shall be
forthwith deposited by them in the Territorial treasury, and said money shall be held
by the trea urer as a Territorial building fund, and shall be kept by him separate
from other funds and be separately accounted for.
·
SEC. 9. All expen es incurred by the commi sioners for a surveyor, at not exceeding
five dollar per ~ay, and 11ecessary assistanrs, not exceeding two and one-half dollars
per day each, with necessary °?ills for team hire, advertising, stationery, and other
nece a~ e~pen e_ , _hall be paid by the auditor of the Territory by his warrant upon
the T~rr~tonal bmldmg fu?d, upon the certificate of the said commissioners; and the
comm1s ion r shall be paid for their ervices the sum of six dollars each for each
and every day actually employed, by the warrant of the auditor of the Territory
npo1;1- the Territorial _building fund: Provided, That in the aggregate they shall not
r ce1ve a comp n ahon more than ten thousand dollars.
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SEC. 10. As soon as said commissioners· have secured a suitable site and a building
fund of at least one hundred thousand dollars, they shail issue a notice to architects
asking for plans and specifications for a building, the foundations of which shall be
of stone, and the superstructure of which shall be of stone, brick, or iron, which shall
be snited for the executive offices and the. assembly of the two houses of the legislature, which said building may be designed as a portion of a larger edifice.
SEC. 11. The commissioners shall, from the plans presented, adopt the one best
adapted to the wants of the Territory, and shall appoint a competent person to superintend its construction, who shall be paid not exceeding five per cent. on the contract
price for bis services. The commissioners shall then advertise in at least four daily
newspapers published in the Territory, for oue month, for sealed proposals for the
-erection of said buildings, according to the plans and specifications to be furnished
by them.
SEC. -1,2. The contract shall be let to the lowest and best bidder, and the contractor
.shall enter into sufficient bonds of not less than double the contract price, with sureties, to be approved by the commissioners, conditioned for the faithful performance
-0f the contract. The commissioners shall reserve the right to reject any and all bids,
if, in their judgment, they are too high, and may again proceed to advertise for proposals in the manner provided in this act. The commissioners shall, from time to time,
upon the requisition of the superintendent, draw, through the auditor of the Territory,
upon the Territorial treasury, for the amount necessary to carry on the construction
-0f the capitol, which said warrant shall be paid out of the Territorial building fund:
Provided, That said contractor shall not be paid 1 at any time, any sum or amount in
excess of eighty per cent. of the actual value of the work done or material furnished
at the time of such payment; the balance due the contractor shall be paid when the
building is completed and accepted by the commissioners, and said building shall be
completed as soon as practicable. As soon as the capitol building provided for in
this act is erected and completed, it shall be the duty of said commissioners to report
such facts to the governor, who shall thereupon issue his proclamation setting forth
the action of the commissioners, and declaring said building ready for occupancy;
and it shall then be the duty of all the Territorial officers whom offices are properly kept
at the capitol to remove within thirty days thereafter their several offices, together
with the public property, archives, records, books, aud papers, to the building and place
so declared ready for occupancy, and all sessions of ,the legislature shall thereafter be
convened in the said building, at the said place.
·
SEC. 13. The title to all la.nds secured by the commissioners for the location and
erection of capitol building-s shall be conveyed to the Territory of Dakota.
SEC. 14. The said commissioners shall make a full and complete report to the next
legislature of all their doings, specifying to whom, for what service or material, and
the amount paid to each person; the number of lots sold, to whom, for what amount,
to whom and for what amount the contract or contracts were let, together with a
~opy of all such contracts, and the said commissioners and their sureties shall be held
responsible on their .bonds for all their acts until the legislature shall order the said
bonds to be delivered up to the said commissioners. No member of said board of commissioners shall purchase or in any other manner acquire any mal estate or interest
therein, directly or directly, within ten miles of the site selected for a capitol within
-0ne year from the passage of this act; nor shall he be interested, directly or indirectly,
in any contract made under the provisions of this act.
SEC. 15. Any violation of section fourteen of this act by any of the commissioners
shall work a forfeiture of bis official bond and he shall be deemed to have committed _
.a felony, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by imprisonment in the Territorial penitentiary not exceeding three years.
S.E C. 16. Until the Territorial capitol building shall be ready for occupancy, as provided by this act, the Territorial officers shall temporarily keep their offices, archives,
books, records, and papers at the city of Yankton, unless the governor shall designate
some other place by written order, in which case the said officers shall remove their
respective offices, together w.ith the archives, books, records, and papers pertaining
thereto, to the place so designated within the time prescribed in such order.
SEC. 17. Chapter one of the political code, and all acts, or parts of acts, in any manner in conflict with thiA act or repugnant thereto are hereby repealed.
SEC. 18. This act shall take effect and be in force from aud after its pa,s sage and
.approval.
Approved March 8, 1883.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TERRITORY OF DAKOTA,

Secretary's Office :
I, Geo. H. Hanu, secretary of the Territory of Dakota, do hereby certify that I have
carefn lly compared the for.,.going cop,v of an act to provide for the location of the seat
-0f government for the Territory of Dakota, and for the erection of public building ·
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thereat, approved March 8, 1883, with the original now on :file in this office, and that
the same is a correct transcript therefrom and of the whole thereof.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the great seal of theTerritory of Dakota, at Yankton, this 19th day of March, 1883.
[SEAL.]
GEO. H. HAND,
Secretary of Dakota Tel'ritory.
THE CAPITAL-REMOVAL BILL DEFENDED.

The main provisions of this act are substantially the same as those
under which Nebraska, Indiana, Iowa, and many other States have
secured aid towards erecting capitol buildings, thereby relieving the
people from burdensome taxation.
The national capita.l was also located and commenced under commis·
sioners, who were authorized to allow those who were to be benefited
to contribute towards the fund for securing suitable Capitol buildings.
ffith such examples of foresight and economy before them, it was not
at all strange that the governor and legislative assembly, in whom thesole power of changing the seat of government is vested, should have
sought to utilize this time Qf unexampled prosperity and push in buildingup new towns to secure suitable capitol buildings without increasing
taxation.
The unfair statements industriously circulated through the Associated
Press aind otherwise, that the capital-removal bill was rushed through
without being printed or duly considered, are not true. It was introduced in the house of representatives on the 2d of March, 1883, laid
over, and printed copies placed upon the desks of the members before·
it was acted upon by that body. When the bill reached the council it
laid over for its several readings and was then referred to a special
committee of :fi. ve, two of whom were its most bitter opponents. It was
reported back to the council with numerous important amendm.entsr
which were fully discussed before adoption b_y the council. The bill
subsequently went back to the house, where all the council amendments.
were concurred iu by more than a two-thirds vote. When it reached
the executive office its provisions were carefully considered before approval.
It had been well known all over the Territory, during nearly the
entire session, that the question of the removal of the seat of governmeut from Yankton wa.s being earnestly considered by the legislative
assembly. The statement that nearly all tlle votes for the com.mission
bill came from North Dakota or districts above 'the forty-sixth parallel
is also untrue. Of the fifteen votes given for the bill in the lower house,
a majority (eight) came from Southern Dakota; and in the upper houser
of the seven votes given for the measure a majority (four) were likewise
from council districts south of the forty-sixth parallel. The twenty-two
members sustaining the bill represented every council district in the
Territory except Yankton. Fourteen of the supporters of the commision bill were farmers, while all but three or four of the members in
both hou e' who oppo edit were lawyer , bankers, merchants, or reale tat peculators.
Thi full tat ment of the vote and avocations of a majority of the
memb r upporting the meaimre ought to satisfy a di ·crim.inating public, a it ha the executive, that the act wa the deliberate judgment of
m n who c uld not be contro1led or hoodwinked by outside pre sure,.
which wa heavily brought to bear again tit b~- powerful corporations,
a w 11 a y ankt n p opl .
It will be een that authority i · gi \'eu the governor by the act to
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issue an order removing the Territorial offices and for transacting the
public business at some other point than Yankton pernling the selec~
tion of a site and the erection of public buildings. This power was
never sought by the executive, or contemplated by the legislative assem~
bly, until the unrebnked vilifications of members of the iegislature and
the executive by the mercenary press of Yanktou raised the pertinent
question whether the Territorial offices shoulfl longer be continued at
such an inconvenient point, and where the ameuities of official and social
life were so completely ignored .
.A change of the seat of government by the concnnent action of the
governor and the legislative assern bly, as providetl for in section 1885
of the organic act, from the extreme southeastern JJOrtion of a Territory nearly 400 miles square to a more central aud aecessible point,
should not, in any well-organized community, subject those intrusted
by the laws of Congress with the power to make such change to diabolical abuse and infamous calumny. For myself, as the executive ot
the Territory; I take tbis occasion to brand as fa,lse and infamously
malicious each and every accusation put forth by a venal press . that
there has been any bargain, arrangement, or improper understanding
between the executive and any member of the legislative assembly, in
any way connected with the passage of the bill for the removal of the
seat of government, or of any other bill, 'or for the confirmation of any
nomination, during the late session or a11y other session of the legislative assembly since I assumed office.
The names jointly selected for commissioners and placed in the capital-removal bill were concurred in by the governor in a special message
to t,h e legislative assembly at the same time notice of the approval of the
act waR communicated, tbns conferring upon the agents thus appointed
the right to act for tlie legislative and executive departments in carrying out the law, which in express terms repealed all acts fixing the seat
of government at Yankton, and directing when, how, and where the
capital should be located.
All of the commissioners named in the bill qualified and organized in
Yankton, under circumstances not highly creditable to certain citizens
of that city, within the thirty days prescribed in the act.
The commissioners subsequently advertised for proposals from towns
choosing to comply with the conditions set forth in section four, and
after making due examination of the sites proposed, the commissioners
accepted the proposal of the city of Bismarck on the 2d day of June,
.A. D. 1883.
·
On the 17th day of July, 1883, the capital commission, through the
TerritQrial attorney-geueral, notified the governor that by operation of
law the seat of goverument and capital of Dakota had been remo,Ted
from Yankton, and located and fixed at a point named in the city of
Bismarck; also that under the provision of section 32, chapter 28, of
the Political Code, the 1'erritorial Board of Equalization should meet at
Bismarck on the 13th of August, 1883, for the purpose of equalizing
and assessing the Territorial taxes
The following is a copy of the communication referred to:
YANKTON, July 17, 1R83.
Sm: In reply to your inquiry as to the place for meeting of the Territorial Board
of Equalization, I have the honor to state that section 32 of chapter 28 of the Political
Code requires the said Board to bold a session at the capital, etc. Cbapt,er 104 of
the laws enacted by the fifteenth legislative assembly repealed the act locating the
seat of government of the Territory at Yankton, and appointed commissioners "for
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the purpose of locating the permanent seat of government and the capitol building
-0f the Territory of Dakota." Section 4 of said last-named chapter is as follows:
"SEC. 4. On or before the 1st day of July, A. D. 1883, the commissioners, or a ma.,jo, ity of them, shall select a suitable site for the seat of government of the Territory
-of Dakota, dne regard being had to its accessibility from all portions of the Territory
-.and its general fit,ness for a capital, when at least $100,000 shall be paid or guaranteed
,in money; if the amount be uot paid in money, then its payment to the Territory
·.shall be secured by a bond with good and sufficient sureties, payable to the Territory,
·which bond shall be approved by the commissioners or a majority thereof. And after
';the sit,e is determined upon, as aforesaid, said commissioners shall secure good and
··-sufficient title deeds of at least 160 acres of land upon which the capitol buildings
,·shall be erected, and a sufficient amount of said grounds shall be laid out in t1quares,
-.and suitable landscapes, and the same is hereby declared to be the permanent seat of
,government of the Territory of Dakota, at which all the public offices of the Territory shall be k ept, and at which all the sessions of the legislature shall hereafter be
·
dleld ."
The commissioners named in said act on the second day of June, 1883, accepted the
·;proposa,1 of the city of Bismarck, donatin~ to the Territory of Dakota $100,000 in
ill1oney anc1 320 acres of land, an.d selected the NE.¼ of Sec. 33, T. 139, R. 80 W.,
~ituated in the city of Bismarck, for the site of the seat of government of the Territory
of Dakota. The site thus selected is by the provisions of said act declared to be the
permanent seat of government of the Territory of Dakota. I am therefore of the
opinion that Bismarck is the capital of the Territory of Dakota, and that said Board
should convene at said place.
Very r ei-pectfully,
ALEXANDER HUGHES,
Attorney-General.
H is excellency N. G. ORDWAY, Governor,
Yankton, D. T.

Pursuant to the above opinion and my own judgment, the Board of
JDqualization was convened at Bismarck by a written order on the ]3th
'1:la;y of August, 1883, and at the time aud place designated by the
.-a ttorney-general in his opinion the Board of Equalization proceeded
.to equalize and assess the Territorial taxes, and at the close of their
,session, on the 16th day of .August, the Territorial auditor notified the
·derk of each organized county of the action of the Board of Equalization
.and the assessment levied upon each county.
This action placed the executive in such a position that the logic of
events , eemed to require an early exercise of the power granted by the
legislative assembly in section 16 of the capital-removal bill, which is
as follows :
EC . 16. Until the T enitori al capitol building shall be ready for occupancy, as provided by this act, the Territorial officers shall temporarily keep their offices, archives,
books, records, and papers at the city of Yankton, unless the governor shall designate
·ome other place bJ' written order, in which ease the said officers shall remove their
rrspecti ve offices, together with the archivPs, books, records, and papers pertaining
thereto to the pl ace so de&ignated w ithin the time prescribed in snch order.

Section 17 rea<;ls as follows:
Chapter 1 of the Political Code and all acts or parts of acts in any manner in conflict with this act, or repugnant thereto, are hereby repealed.

Thi
. ction i' an in ~ependent propo ition, and was clearly within
the provmce of the le 0 ·1 °lature and the governor to enact in a law.
Cb apt r 1 of the Political Code, which it repeals unequivocally, reads a
foJlow, :
Ue it e~acte<l by the legislative assembly of the Territory of Dakota, The seat of gov~rnm nt 1s h rcby located and established in the city of Yankton in the county of
Yankton.
'

Thi i all f chapter 1 of the Political Code and the only act in force
givin&" Yankton _au claim to be considered th~ capital of Dakota. The
rgamc act, . cct1011 J 'b,::,, co11fcr · upou the guve1·1101· tlie po\\ el' to d , ig-
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transacted in the first instance, that is to say, where there is no seat of
government located in the Territory. If the act for the removal of the
seat of goYernment, approved March 8, 1883, to which I have referred,
had contained nothing but the enacting clause and section 17, which I
have quoted, it seems clear to my mind that from the date of the approval before referred to, Yankton could no longer be recognized as the
capital or seat of government of Dakota; and that the governor, in
whom the power is vested in the first instance under the organic act,..
would be in duty bound to fix some place in the Territory for the transac~
tion of the public business until the legis)ature should convene, and, with,
the governor, permanently locate the capital. The act to provide for,
the location of the seat of government for the Territory of Dakota and
for the erection of public building thereat, however, distinctly provides,
that after a new site for the capital has been · determined upon, and
sufficient title deeds to 160 acres _o f land been executed to the Territory,,
and $100,000 guaranteed as the building fund,and when the said grounds.
shall be laid out in squares and suitable landscapes, the same is hereby
declared to be the permanent seat of government of the Territory of
Dakota, at which all the public offices of the Territory shall be kept,
and at which all the sessions of the legislature shall be held.
Shortly after the decision by the attorney-general, the Board or
Equalization, and the executive that, by force of United States statutes:
and Territorial law, Bismarck had become the capital and seat of government of the Territory, an order for the removal of the offices of thesecretary, treasurer, and auditor from Yankton to Bismarck was prepared1 but at the suggestion of the attorney-general that a decision
might shortly be made in the quo wa-rrcmto proceedings against the
capital commissionljrs, the order· was deferred for several weeks, out of
courtesy to the judge before whom the proceeding was pending. As no
decision was made public, and newspapers in Southern Dakota claiming
to have authority to speak stated positively that no decision would be
made until after the judge had returned from an extended trip to the
Pacific coast, whieh would occupy nearly the whole month of September, orders for the removal of the offices of the secretary, treasu;rer, and
auditor were issued on the 11th day of September, 1883.
Subsequently to the issuance of the order for the removal of theTerritorial offices from Yankton to Bismarck, an order of eourt was.
made in the quo warranto proceedings then pending ousting the capital:_
commissioners. The record of the court, however, shows that although,
the attorneys opposed to the capital-removal bill drew the order for ·
the judge before whom the proceedings were brought to sign, declaring·
the law unconstitutional, the judge erased all that portion from bis order·
before signing, thus leaving section 16, under which the special executive order requiring the Territorial offices removed to Bismarck intact. An appeal was perfected by the commissioners from this decision.,
of a single judge, to the supreme court of the Territory, which, und_e r
the Dakota Code, stayed the execution of the order of ouster against.
them, leaving them and the capital-removal act in ful] force until thesupreme court should pass upon tbe order of ouster. Owing to the fact.
that this extraordinary order by a single judge was (fated in August
but not made public until the 15th of September, 1883, leaving less than,
thirty days for the r eq uisite notice to the other side, before the supremecourt would convene, and the further fact that the opponents of the
capital-removal bill refused to accept notice and allow the order of
ouster to be passed upon by the supreme court at its session on the 1st
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of October, 1883, this important question hangs in abeyance until the
next teri;n of the supreme court, in May, 1884, unless Congress shall
validate the act and place beyond question the donation to the Territory,
which the law in question securei:;, of more than a quarter of a million of
dollars economically placed in one of the finest capitol buildings in this
section of the country.
In this connection it is pertinent to state that during the twentyone years in which Yankton has enjoyed the benefits derived from having
the seat of government there, the legislative assembly, every Federal
and Territorial officer has been compelled to pay large rents for offices
in very ordinary private building.:-, and until the commencement of the
capitol building· in Bismarck, not a piece of stone or brick had ever
been laid in the Territory for the accommodation of the Territorial
officers. That Yankton ceased ·to be the capital upon the approval of
the act repealing chapter 1 of the Political Code, I cannot doubt. That
it was the-duty of the governor to designate the place fixed by the
operation of the United States and 'ferritorial laws, I firmly believe.
Having designated Bismarck as the capital, and issued written orders
to the respective Territorial officers to remove their offices to that point,
the responsibility of delay in the public business will rest upon such
officers as decide to disobey.
The following extract from an opinion prepared by Judge Shipman,
of Michigan, an able jurist, so far sustains executive action in making
the order for the removal of the Territorial offices from Yankton to
Bismarck that I deem it worthy of space in this report:
The decision of Judge Edgerton ousting the capital commissioners from place, presumably was based upon the idea that they were officers and not mere agents of t1?-e
legislative assembly and governor in selecting a site for the seat of government m
the Territory, and, therefore, they should have been nominated by the governor a~d
approved by the legislative council then in session, as required by the organic ~ct 1_n
case of other officers, before entering upon their duties. This view of the decis10n 1s
in harmony with the praye.r of the published petition as well as the scope of the
order made by the court, and no other construction of the decision is consistent with
the record of the case. The proceeding was apparently founded upon section 534 of
the Code of Dakota, and could only have been upheld on the ground that the commissioners were persons who had usurped and intruded into or unlawfully held or
exercised a "public office," as defined in that section. He must have found they
were unlawfully exercising a "public office" to have maintained jurisdiction of the
case. If they were such officers as the law contemnlates the governor shall nominate
and the council approve, and not mere azents of the assembly and executive in looking up a capital site, it will be very d1fficult to successfully attack the decision.
Whether he was right or wrong, however, in so holding, is not very important, as
the vacancies created by the decision can again be filled by the governor, and those
appointed will hold their positions until the end of the next session of the legislative
council, and thus a blockade of the public business be prevented.
Much has been written of the power to change the 8eat of government in the T erritory. The law of Congress creating the Territory conferred the power to locate the
c31>ital u~on the governor and legislative assembly :1t such place as they might think
proper, with authority to change it afterward. It was a joint power. The assembly
were not authorized to interfere with the governor's choice, nor could the executive
by veto or otherwise control the selection of the assembly. This is the law cited
both to sustain and de troy the act creating the capital commiss10n, and upon its
con traction the seat of government for the Tenitory is made to depend. It is admitte9- by all that under this law the governor and assembly have full power over the
que t1on and to the extent they have properly exercised it their acts must be given
force an~ effect. The a sembiy, the governor concurring, repealed the law selecting
ancl malnng Yankton .the seat of government unconditionally. That thi ended Yanktons claim to t~e capital, no unbia ed mind can question. The assembly and govrnor al_ ·o appomt_ d rtain p rson , called commissioners, to select another site for
the capital, '.-icce s1b1 from all J?Ortions of the Territory, when "100,000 in money
h?ulcl b . paid or. ecnr d, and 160 acres of land obtained for its benefit, and when
th1 lo ality wa fonnd th y agreed it should become and be the seat of government
for the Territory. They pres -r1bed in advance the kind of place desired, the com-
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missioners found it, and the governor approved the selection; thereupon the bonus
was paid and the Territory received and retains the consideration for its location at
Bismarck. Everything has been done the strictest reader of law could ask to estab1ish and fix the capital at tbis place, except the formal approval by the assembly of
the selection aft.er it was made; but so long as the benefits resulting from the location are retained by the Territory this question is not in order. Neither in law nor
common sense can it hold this and repudiate the arrangement or contract by which it
was obtained. Nor should it seek to do so. The royal maxim, that the honor of the
king is of greater concern than his profit, shou1cl never be lost sight of by a government. But if the legislative approval of the kind of place proper for the seat of
government after as well as before the commissioners acted be necessary, this may
still be had and no court can assume it will not be given. Indeed, it is difficult to
see bow the question in its present phase can be made the subject of judicial inquiry
at all, the means to be adopted in effecting a change of the capital location and the
time within which the requisite steps are to be taken belonging entirely to the other
departments of government, althougii possibly the mere appointment of the com.
missioners may be made so.
But is the power conferred a joint one f This has been assumed to be the fact in
-every paper coming under my notice discussing the question, and section 1885 of what
is termed the organic act, as published in the code, is referred to as containing all the
law bearing upon the proposition. The Territory of Dakota was created by an act of
·Congress passed March 2, 1851, section 12, being in suhstance the same as the section
-cited, except that the one printed in the code is a provision common to all Territories.
It is, in fact, section 1885 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, and the lan.g uage is not the same as the organic act wholJy, although the variance is of no importance. There is still another provision of law, however, which must be read to
determine the limit and measure of power vested in 1he legislative and executive
branches over this question. It is found among the provisions concerning particular
-organized Territories in the statutes referred to at page 341, and is as follows:
"SEC. 1944. The seat of government of the Territories of New Mexico, Utah,
Washington, Colorado, Dakota, Oregon and Wyoming may be changed by the governors and legislative assemblies thereof respectively."
The next section recognizes the right of the assemblies to change the capitals in
Idaho and Montana, but when exercised by the assemblies alone limits it. This provision (section 1944) plainly seems intended to confer the power upon the governor,
as well as upon the assembly, severally, to change the seat of government in Dakota,
and if so, it may be exercised by either separately. Unless the word ''respectively"
was put in to distribute the power equally and confer it upon the legislative and ex-ecutive departments severally, its nse was a blunder. The word must be wrenched
from its moorings and left to drift without purpose in the sentence unless this .meaning be given it. The limitation upon the same power when exercised by the assembly
:alone in certain other Territories contained in the next section, follows this construction. Besides, the assembly and governor possessed the power jointly before this
provision was incorporated in the statute, and it cannot be supposed could do so absurd and useless a thing as to confer upon them again a power they already had or
re-enact an existing law. It was manifestly intended for a new departure-a new law
and a different disposition of power than before existed, and, having been passed since
the organic act, with special reference to this Territory as well as others, it must be
~mforced as it reads, unless repealed, and I have Reen no law repealing it directly or
by implication even. The legal way out of the difficulties surroun<lino- the present
.capital situation in the Territory is, therefore, plain and simple. The governor has
full power to act in the premises independent1y of the legislative or judicial department.
I may be permitted to add I have no possible interest in the controversy other than
such as arises from the discussion of a curious legal question.
·
Very respectfully, yours,
JNO. B. SHIPMAN.
THE NEW CAPITOL BUILDING AT BISMARCK.

The capital commission having secured and platted 160 acres of land
one mile north of the depot, in'the city of Bismarck, and having received
$100,000 donated as a building fund, entered into a contract for the
€rection of a commodious capitol building equal in size to the main
building of the Minnesota capitol. The corner stone of this imposing
structure was laid on the 5th day of September, 1883, under the auspices
and with the assistance of Mr. Henry Villard, president of the Northern
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Pacific Railroad, and his distinguished guests whiJe on their way to
celebrate the completion of this great transcontinental thoroughfare.
The building, which is built of white face brick and Joliet stone, is
located upon an eminence nearly 200 feet above the Missouri River,
commanding a full view of the river, skirted with timber for a long
distance, Fort .Abraham Lincoln, and other points of interest. The
tower, . composed of solid masonry and surmounted by a cupola, wm
rise nearly 200 feet above the foundations, from the top of which the
surroun<ling country will be visible for more than 100 miles. .An a,erage of 30,000 brick, with the requisite stone, wood, and iron have been
placed in the building each working day since the contract was executed,.
giving assurance that the main building will be completed· January 1,
1884, at a cost, exclusive of ground, of nearly a quarter of a million of
dollars; all of which will be realized from the sale of 1,000 lots, platted
on one of the quarter-sections of land deeded the Territory, and the
$100,000 in cash donated by the citizens of Bismarck, leaving 160 acres
of land to be disposed of for the purpose of enlarging the buildings as
contemplated in the general plan. This free gift to the tax-payers and
people of Dakota, located in the center of the Territory, east and wes t,
and within 50 miles of its geographical center, on a great navigable
river and a transcontinental line of railway, ought to be appreciated
not only by those now in the Territory, but by the millions that are soon
to inhabit the vacant sections on these fertile prairies. Nine other
Territorial buildings, now in process of construction, and composed of
stone, brick, and iron, will all be completed early in the season of 1884,
and will remain, with the capitol building, as monuments to the economy,
fidelity, and business foresight of their projectors when sectional prejudices and unrestrained passions have passed away.
COUNTY ORGANIZATION.

The act of Congress fort.he organization and government of Territories evidently did not contemplate imposing upon the go,ernor such
important, varied, and extensive duties as the legislative assembly of
D akota has imposed. Among the most important and difficult is that
imposed by la,w in the organization of new counties.
Chapter 21 of the Political Code provides th at whenever fifty or upwards of the legal voters in an unorg-anized county shall petition the
governor, he shall proceed., in case he is satisfied that there are fifty or
more legal and qualified voters in the county, to organize it by appoint ing t hree p ersons, residents thereof, as county commissioners. These
commissioner s, after h aving qualifi ed, are a law unto themselves, so
far as the governor is concerned, and are authorized t o appoint all of the
other county officers , locate and fi x the county seat , and are vested with
al mo t unlimited powers. Th ere is no provision ot law a uthorizing t he
governor to u pend or remove eit her t he comm issioners which he has
appointed or any of their appointee acting as county officer . A ll of
the e offic r h old an d continu e in office until the next general election,.
which occur once in two year ; hence, officers appointed shortly after
a g. n ral _le tion hold nearly two year', and ba\'e ample time, tbrougll
th 1r app mt , t
o mold and shape the affair of the new county
that d ~ igning men can fa ten them, elves and their satellite upon a
ounty at , n qu n lectio11,. l n 'hort, everything depend upon
t~ faitbfulnr.. and fidelity of the fir t or appointed county commis' 1 n r ·. I i. an important work to found a church or a town, but it is
m r difficult t properly lay tbe foundations and organize a
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county in a Territory where the area of some of the counties is almost
equal to that of some of the populous Eastern States.
During the last three years, since I assumed office, the unparalleled
rush of immigration has placed great responsibility upon the executive 1
in the sele~tion of proper county officers. From three to five new
counties have been almost constantly clamoring for immediate organization during the period named, each county usually having a set of
professional county-seat manipulators who go from one county to another for the sole purpose of grabbing a county seat or speculating in
the purchase of county records, or leasing or building county buildings
not actually required for the transaction of the county business. If
there are fifty legal voters actually residing in the county, three or four
petitions will usually reach the executive, each bearing more than that
number of names, and each praying for the appointment of a different
set of commissioners known to be pledged in advance to locate the
county seat upon a quarter-section usually owned by a syndicate of
speculators. Written statements and affidavits usually follow these
petitions,' setting forth that some persons recommended on other petitions have been indicted for horse-stealing or like offenses in the State
or county from which the person hails, and all manner of documents
calculateil to. mislead the appointing power are poured in upon the
governor. These are usually followed by delegations representing the
various proposed county-seats, earnestly protesting against the appoint-ment of any but their set of commissioners. In some instances, public
meetings are gotten up and elaborate resolutions passed by a half-dozen
interested parties, which are duly forwarded as the expression of the
masses of a county distracted for the want of immediate organization .. The same mail, perhaps, will bring letters from honest settlers protesting against the organization of the county on the ground that there is
not a sufficient number of people to warrant the expense of from $500,
to $;1.,500 worth of county records, a county building, and the salaries of
twelve or fifteen county officers. Thus the executive is compelled to
wade through a large mass of almost unintelligible correspondence and
contradictory statements concerning matters transpiring in a county
from two to three hundred miles from the seat of government, and to
select three commissioners for whose conduct he will be held responsible
by the people of the county for a generation.
Shortly after assuming office I undertook to decide these questions.
early; but a bitter experience in organizing the county of Douglas sat
is:fied me that a sufficient delay in order to develop the character of thepersons representing the different factions in a new county was almost.
absolutely necessary.
In the county of Douglas, to which I have referred, a petition 1was presented with more than the requisite number of names verified on oath,.
and strongly indorse<l by a member of the legislative council in whose
district the county was situated. The party presenting it, who was recommended for one of the commissioners, represented himself as having
beenaleadinglawyerinlowa and a candidate for Congress there,_whohad
come to Dakota with his family to secure more land and, perhaps, make
a more successful run for Congress. The member of the council referred
to indorsed all these statements, and said that, as a former citizen of
Iowa, he himself had voted for the proposed commissioner for a seat in
Congress. .After two weeks' investigation the commi~sions were issued
for the parties recommended in the petition, under the belief that a very
competent board had been secured to manage the affairs of the new·
county of Douglas.
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A few months later information came to the executive that one of the
parties to whom the commission had been issued had not qualified; that
:another was a myth-no such man ever having resided in the county;
and that the one who had presented the petition, and the member of
.the council who recommended him, had deliberately deceived the executive with a forged and perjured petition, and were issuing and selling
fraudulent warrants and school bonds issued against the county to a
very large :;imount. Subsequent developments proved that nearly
.-$30,000 of bogus county warrants had been put upon the market and
$4,500 in school bonds; while one party, claiming to have full knowl·edge of the frauds perpetrated, stated that the amount of warrants and
.school bonds issued would reach nearly $200,000. A thorough investigation developed the fact that the proprietors of newspapers, which
have been filled with tbe most indecent and vile assaults upon the
.executive, had received more than $2,000 in warrants- against Douglas County for record books and stationery pretended to have been
supplied to the small county of Douglas within a few months, notwithstanding I had personally notified these parties that they ought not to
-charge more than $300 or $400 for every kind of books or stationery
actually required to start this small county, in which there probably
was not at the time $20,000 of taxable property. Sufficient evidence
lrnving been produced to me, proving that but one of the parties to
w horn I had originally issued a commission for the orgar1ization of
Douglas County had pretended to qualify, I took the responsibility of
reorganizing the county with a competent and honest board of commissioners who refused to recognize any of the fraudulent warrants or
bonds pretended to have been issued by the first board. The legislative assembly approved my action and passed a law making it a penal
offense for any officer of Douglas County to recognize or pay any of
these fraudulent claims against the county, which had been issued prior
to the appointment of the lawful board of commissioners. And in this
way the county has been sav:ed from financial ruin, and is rapidly filling up with an excellent class pf settlers.
In one or two other instances I have been deceived by the pressure
for hasty action. In none of the counties where ample time has been
taken for careful investigation, and also to enable the early settlers to
become better acquainted with each other, have there been any serious
frauds perpetrated. The clamor, however, for early organization is constant -and exceedingly annoying; and to those unacquainted with the
absolute necessity for delay in most cases, a more active and vigorous policy would seem preferable. Twenty-five counties have already
been organized during the past three years, and out of that number I
cannot recall more than three or four that have any considerable amount
of indebtednes , and but two wqere there has been any considerable
frauds attempted by any of the seventy-five county commissioners whom
I have elected; while of the older counties, which were organized before I a urned office, one bas a debt of over $500,000; another of more
~ban $ 0, 00, and half a dozen others have out tanding bouds varymg from 50,000 to 75,000 each, which indebtedness bas mainly been
loa ed upon the couutie through the manipulation of county officers,
an~:£ r :Which the countie have ver. little or nothing to show. The la t
Iegi ·lat1Y a embly, upon my recommendation, enacted strong refundm
ill f r the r pndiating c unty of Yankton, and the enormous
n l l in<lebt dne of Lawr nee County, and al o for everal other
wb reby th rate of int re t ba been so much reduced that
iati n of county debt will be likely to hereafter occur in Dakota.
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I state these facts with reference to the new counties to set at rest
the thousand and one falsehoods put afloat by disappointed county-seat
speculators who control small newspapers which are use_d as handorgans to vilify the executive.
The accumulated duties imposed upon the governor of Dakota re.quiring extended journeys without compensation for expenses, the
clerical labor required for keeping up an immense correspondence without any allowance for clerk hire, and with a. contingent fund of only
$500 per annum to pay rent, fuel, lights, stationery, postage, express
.charges, and office furniture, leaves the $2,600 a year allowed the gov·e rnor for salary hardly sufficient to meet the necessary contingent ex·
penses of the executive office.
All of which is respectfully submitted, hoping that adequate compensation may be allowed in future; at least that the $3,500 provided under
the organic act as salary may be appropriated .
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